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CHAIRMAN’S
REPORT
BRUCE HODGKINSON SC

2014 saw RUPA’s attention turn from negotiation and
arbitration, to working more closely with the Rugby Bodies
to implement the outcomes of a new CBA and drive growth
strategies for the whole of game, whilst we took pride in the
outstanding performance of the Super Rugby champions,
the Waratahs.
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After the success of the British & Irish
Lions Tour in 2013, speculation abounded
that Australian Rugby would linger in a
Tour-inflicted hangover and that the game
might struggle to maintain its momentum.
A first Super Rugby title in 19 years for
the NSW Waratahs was the perfect tonic
to ensure that 2014 would go down
in the annuls of rugby as one of the
most significant for the game. However
2014 will be remember not just for this
Super success, but for the launch of key
initiatives that will long leave their legacy
on rugby, in which I can proudly say RUPA
played a critical role.
The Waratahs success took Australia’s
tally of Super Rugby titles to four. The
Brumbies, who are historically the most
successful Australian Super side, once
again had a typically consistent year in
2014 ending as semi-finalists. While the
Western Force’s late charge for the finals
fell agonisingly shy, it is hopefully a sign
of the emergence of another strong
Australian side capable of challenging for
the title.
Having reported a $19.5 million surplus in
2013, the ARU undertook simultaneous
cost saving and revenue maximisation
strategies to minimise the negative impact
on retained earnings that 2014 would
have. A task made more difficult by the
ongoing transition of the Melbourne
Rebels operating model. The ARU reported
a $6.3 million loss, perhaps a better than
expected outcome and a sign of the
game’s thrift management. This approach
was recognised by the players as being
in the best interests of the game and
facilitated by them who agreed to match
payment reductions as part of the new
CBA, which came into effect in 2014.
Guided by this same whole of game
ethos, RUPA engaged in three particularly
important initiatives in 2014 which I
would like to briefly reference (they are all
detailed in the latter pages of this report).
Firstly, RUPA having reviewed the
pathways for elite young players, engaged
in extensive discussions with a variety
of rugby stakeholders. This resulted in a
series of far reaching recommendations
which were made to the ARU. RUPA
was also heavily involved in the reestablishment of the “third-tier” of
Australian Rugby and the birth of the
National Rugby Championship (NRC).
Considerable recognition and appreciation
must be given to all players who
participated in the NRC for the mature and
responsible position they were prepared
to adopt in relation to player payments,
which if not handled constructively had
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the potential to erode the viability
of the competition.
Secondly, RUPA partnered with sports
consultancy Global Media & Sports to
complete a “Strategic Review of Super
Rugby Competition Models”, which was
presented to the ARU. Whilst the SANZAR
decision to embark on an 18 team
competition from 2016 onwards wasn’t
highlighted as the Review’s ideal outcome,
the analysis and many discussions
engaged in by RUPA ensured that the
players’ had a constructive voice which
helped shape the debate.
Thirdly, RUPA entered into a partnership
with the University of Western Sydney
that saw the creation and resourcing of
the RUPA Cultural Diversity Development
Program. The new Program delivered
education and awareness programs to
various teams across Australia in order
to improve the understanding and
acceptance of Pacific Island cultures
within Australian Rugby.
RUPA has established itself as a valued
and constructive contributor to the
ongoing discussions on future directions
for Australian rugby. This is a significant
achievement which recognises the real
value of player input in tackling the
challenges that rugby faces in Australia.
The achievements of RUPA in 2014 would
not have been possible without the
ongoing commitment of two talented
groups of individuals – the RUPA Board
and Staff.

precluded his ongoing involvement with
RUPA. Since his appointment in late 2010,
Pat has had a significant impact on RUPA,
bringing his experiences both as a player
and sports administrator to the fore in
order to provide balanced insights and
analysis to all key policy and strategic
decisions. Thank you, Pat.
RUPA has a passionate, committed
staff, who in 2014 continued to deliver
on the organisation’s objectives for
the embetterment of the careers and
lives of its members. Whilst all deserve
recognition, (and albeit not strictly a 2014
event) the resignation of CEO Greg Harris
in early 2015 requires special mention
due to his extraordinary service to RUPA
and the game. It is pleasing that Greg will
not be lost to Rugby, taking up the post
as CEO of the Waratahs, where he will
continue to make a strong contribution to
the continued growth of the game. Greg
saw RUPA through a difficult transitionary
period of corporate governance and
financial instability and leaves the
organisation occupying a particularly
strong and influential position in the
Australian Rugby landscape.
I would like to thank Greg for his tireless
commitment to the players and the game
of rugby. Australian rugby is better off as
a result of Greg’s contribution which no
doubt will be ongoing.
RUPA is looking forward to 2015.

Congratulations to Benn Robinson, who
was elected as President late in 2013, for
his astute and insightful leadership of
RUPA. Benn’s availability and engagement
in RUPA’s activities has clearly identified
him with our members as a dependable
and esteemed representative of all players.
To our other Board Directors – James
Horwill (Reds), Stephen Moore (Brumbies),
Matt Hodgson (Force) and Adam WallaceHarrison (General Director) – my sincere
thanks and appreciation for your ongoing
contributions to RUPA and for your
commitment to fostering the growth of
the game.
The Board also welcomed Nic Stirzaker
(Rebels) and Bernard Foley (Waratahs) as
Player Directors in 2014; and welcomed
Australian Women’s Sevens Player and
Wallaroos Captain, Shannon Parry, as a
Co-opted Director.
I’d also like to recognise Pat Howard,
who resigned from the Board in late
2013 as the continued escalation of his
responsibilities with Cricket Australia
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The past 12 months have been an extremely industrious
time for the Rugby Union Players’ Association. On a
personal note, it has been an honour to serve as the
President of RUPA after being elected at the end of
2013. It meant a lot to take over the Presidency from
Adam Wallace-Harrison, who made huge strides in the
role during which time saw the introduction of a new
Collective Bargaining Agreement.

To be elected by your peers only adds to
sense of pride I feel as the RUPA President
and I hope to continue the work of Adam
Wallace-Harrison, Adam Freier, Rod Kafer,
Daniel Herbert and Tony Dempsey who
have all come before me.
I would also like to extend my
congratulations to my teammate
Bernard Foley, who was elected to join
the RUPA Board in my place as the new
representative for the Waratahs.
The dynamic nature of the Rugby
landscape in this country has seen the
game experience its fair share of ups
and downs in 2014. RUPA has been
busy engaging in a number of new
challenges and continues to move in
an exciting direction.
For me, 2014 was one of my most
memorable seasons to date as part of the
Waratahs, winning our inaugural Super
Rugby title in front of a packed home
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crowd at Allianz Stadium. Super Rugby is
one of the toughest competitions in the
world and the hard work shown by the
boys throughout the campaign is a credit
to the character and culture amongst the
team. The impact Michael Cheika has had
on the group has been nothing short of
extraordinary and my personal enjoyment
for the game has never been stronger as
a result.
Special mention must also go to the
Brumbies too who, despite their
Semi-Final loss, reminded us that they are
a team on the rise. The passion and flair
they play the game with is a spectacle in
itself and a testament to coach Stephen
Larkham. It has been great to witness
first hand all the Australian Super Rugby
teams step up and play some of their best
footy in 2014.
The year also saw the launch of the
inaugural Buildcorp NRC, following heavy
consultation between RUPA and the ARU.

www.rupa.com.au

The introduction of the NRC presents
a great opportunity to grow the game
in Australia and gives players, coaches
and match officials another link in their
development pathway. Credit to all players
for putting financial aspirations aside
to ensure the competition was viable
from the outset and agreeing to very
conservative payment arrangements.
Throughout the year RUPA has been in
constant dialogue with the ARU as part
of a review of the current Super Rugby
competition structure and its future
directions. From 2016 players will face
sides from Argentina and Japan who have
been added to the mix in a revamped
18-team competition. More frequent flyer
points for us all along the way.
RUPA has been working tirelessly with
the ARU to ensure that player welfare and
travel standards have been reviewed and
amended to meet the added demands of
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the expanded competition that spans
five countries.
I would like to thank the RUPA Board and
staff members for their ongoing support
throughout 2014. It is their passion and
valuable insights that ensure we, as
players, are armed with the right support
and advice to prosper in all stages of our
careers both on and off the field.

behind the scenes to ensure the welfare
and wellbeing of its members remain the
utmost priority.

I would also like to take the time to
farewell outgoing RUPA CEO Greg Harris,
who has devoted the past four years of his
life to the players and the game. Greg has
moved on to sky blue pastures as the new
CEO of the Waratahs and perhaps most
importantly is now my new boss, instead
of vice versa – this might take a bit of
getting used to!
On behalf of the players I would also like
to congratulate Ross Xenos as the newly
appointed CEO in 2015, who I know will
continue to lead the team in their efforts
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2014 was defined by a series of
record achievements on the field
and strategic development off it.
It was a year that saw a number
of players reach significant
achievements and milestones,
highlighting their aptitude and
commitment to their careers both
on and off the field.

The season progressed steadily off the
back of 2013, with a mixed outlook for
Australian Rugby. Super Rugby exceeded
many expectations this year though, with
the Australian teams together securing
more combined wins than any season
previously. The tournament surmounted
in a well-attended final on Australian
soil where, for the first time, the NSW
Waratahs secured the Championship
title. In what was certainly a big win for
the players, administration, game and its
supporters, I would like to congratulate
Coach, Michael Cheika, Chairman, Roger
Davis and CEO, Jason Allen, the players
and all staff at the Waratahs on the
history making victory.
2014 also saw a change in RUPA’s
leadership with former Player Director,
Benn Robinson elected as RUPA’s new
President following the retirement of
the Queensland Reds’, Adam WallaceHarrison. Adam remained on RUPA’s
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Board as a General Director, while
Bernard Foley stepped up as the new
Player Director for NSW. Following
retirement through injury of Melbourne
Rebels Player Director, Chris Thomson,
scrumhalf Nic Stirzaker was also elected
to the Board.
Benn, Bernard and Nic transitioned
seamlessly into their representative
roles on RUPA’s Board, a Board that is
guided by the player representatives
in regular consultation with their
peers and the support and expertise of
RUPA’s Chairman, Bruce Hodgkinson
SC and staff. I would like to thank and
congratulate Benn, Bernard, Nic, and
their fellow Player Directors from the
Western Force and the Queensland Reds,
Matt Hodgson and James Horwill, for
their ongoing support, leadership and
ability to raise key perspectives and
concerns on behalf of the professional
playing group.

www.rupa.com.au

The core responsibilities for RUPA are
protecting, promoting and preparing
players for their life and careers on
and off the field. The livelihoods of
Australia’s professional rugby players are
dependent on the commercial viability
of the game, which is why it is also
important for us to continue to play a
strong role in the advocacy for the future
of professional rugby in Australia. As
such, RUPA remained an integral part
of the many strategic discussions that
took place throughout 2014 on the
future of the game.
In December 2013, consultants
commissioned by the Australian
Rugby Union (ARU) produced a report
revealing the current financial position
of the game, with the findings largely
stating that further cost minimisation
was required to stave off continued
deficits. It was RUPA’s position that
the recommendations of the report
however did not advocate the essential
opportunities for increasing the game’s
revenues through structural changes to
the core product of Super Rugby.
In 2014, RUPA conducted one of the
most comprehensive assessments of
the game ever produced in Australia.
The report, “A Strategic Review of Super
Rugby Competition Models”, completed
in conjunction with consultants, Global
Media and Sports, contained substantial
data, analysis and commentary on
sustainable options for the future of the
professional game in Australia.
The report was presented to the ARU
and distributed to other key industry
stakeholders. It raised and recommended
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future steps to ensure the ongoing
commercial viability of rugby in Australia
as a product capable of catering for the
best interests of the professional players
and the game itself.
Much discussion ensued on the optimal
Super Rugby competition format from
2016 to 2020. As a key guardian of the
game and the players, RUPA remained at
the forefront of such debate.
The final outcome of the SANZAR
negotiations was a new 18-team Super
Rugby model. The new model, which
will see the introduction of Japan and
Argentina from 2016, was supported
by the SANZAR partners and formally
announced on 20 November 2014.
RUPA has long been a staunch advocate
of the need to adopt appropriate talented
player development programs. One of
the key outcomes from another of RUPA’s
strategic initiatives was the embracing
by the ARU of a RUPA recommendation
to establish a new semi-professional
Australian rugby tournament. Whilst
the model and structure of the National
Rugby Championship (NRC), announced
and introduced in 2014, slightly differed to
RUPA’s initial Univesity-based proposals,
it nonetheless proved to be a successful
initiative in providing an opportune link
for Australia’s upcoming rugby talent.
Congratulations and thanks to Tony and
Josephine Sukkar of Buildcorp for their
backing as naming rights partners of the
inaugural NRC, which would not have
been the competition it was without
their support.

“I would like to thank
the Player Directors for
their ongoing support,
leadership and ability to
raise key perspectives
and concerns on behalf
of the professional
playing group.

continues next page >
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“As the game continues
to strive to increase its
footprint in the highly
competitive marketplace
of the Australian sporting
environment, the
requirement for continued
collaboration and sharing
of ideas is essential. ”

At the conclusion of the NRC, RUPA
conducted a comprehensive player
survey in order to gauge the opinions of
the participants on the standard of the
competition and recommendations for
the NRC going forward which will form a
crucial part of RUPA’s ongoing advocacy
for NRC players.
In 2013, RUPA and the Rugby Bodies
signed off a new Collective Bargaining
Agreement (CBA). In 2014, this allowed
RUPA to apply more resources and
focus into one of the central areas of the
operation, that being player development
and wellbeing. As part of RUPA’s Player
Development Program (PDP), Training
and Education (T&E) grants funding was
increased and a new Cultural Diversity
Development Program (CDDP) was
established as a result of the increasing
percentage of Pasifika players within the
Australian professional rugby ranks.
The outcomes of these initiatives
were very pleasing to say the least. A
record number of professional players
applied for T&E grants in 2014 in order
to assist their study and professional
development - an increase of over 25%.
Positive feedback was received from both
players and staff in relation to the cultural
awareness training workshops delivered
through the CDDP. The program
delivering a unique understanding of
Pasifika backgrounds to both players
and staff.
In 2014 RUPA also undertook substantial
work in order to create a new
Professional Player Code of Conduct and
a set of standardised player protocols
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with the aim to create a more consistent
and straightforward understanding of
the rights and responsibilities of both
players and the rugby bodies, nationally.
Discussions with the ARU continue in
relation to this.
The introduction of two new medical
and supplements policies has also helped
achieve a clearer and policy framework
to guide the consumption, conduct
and administration of medicines and
treatments to professional players. This
project was again the result of ongoing
collaboration with the ARU under the
auspices of the new Player, Health, Safety
and Integriy Committee and following
on from an extensive review conducted
in 2013. The game also implemented
a new Illicit Drugs on 1 January 2014,
for the first time creating sanctions for
players who record adverse findings
under a broaden testing regime for
recreational drugs.
I would like to thank the ARU for their
ongoing cooperation with RUPA in
attending to these crucial elements
of rugby and its resources. As the
game continues to strive to increase
its footprint in the highly competitive
marketplace of the Australian sporting
environment, the requirement for
continued collaboration and sharing of
ideas is essential.
RUPA’s ability to achieve its goals in
servicing and supporting Australia’s
professional rugby players is contingent
on the support of a range of stakeholders
and partners.

www.rupa.com.au

I would like to acknowledge the following
partners who supported RUPA in 2014;
Hall Chadwick business advisors and
accountants, Volvo Cars Australia,
NAB Private Wealth, Allianz Stadium,
Australian Reliance insurance brokers,
Link Market Services, AFEX, the FCB
Group, Kaplan Professional Education and
the Australian Schools Rugby Union.
I would also like to thank Buildcorp,
again, as an integral supporter of the
NRC and many rugby players at all levels
of the game (and RUPA’s landlords),
and Relationships Australia who have
provided professional training and
assistance for players and staff in areas of
mental health and wellbeing.

my Deputy over the last four years has
developed admirably, will no doubt one
day take over the role as RUPA CEO.
RUPA’s role in the game will continue to
be characterised by its high standards of
ethics and intellectual capability. The staff
will continue to be greatly assisted by
the influence and commitment of RUPA
Chairman, Bruce Hodgkinson SC, the
Board and the support provided by our
professional associates such as Campbell
Fisher and Braham Dabscheck.
I thank all involved with our programs
and operations. We have come a long
way and continue to play an integral role
in the game.

I must also make a special mention to
RUPA Player Development Manager, Sue
Crawford who in early 2015 will retire
from supporting and assisting players
in all aspects of their personal and
professional development since 2001.
Thank you for all your dedication and
work Sue and I wish you all the best for
the future.
I would especially like to thank the entire
staff at RUPA, including the five Player
Development Managers, Sue Crawford,
Cameron Yorke, Lachie McBain, Sam
Cox and Matt Smith. Head Office staff Toby Duncan (Sevens and Operations
Manager), Lauren DeGioia (Marketing
and Communications Executive),
Rosemary Towner (National Player
Development Manager), Moera Sakimi
(Cultural Diversity Development Program
Manager), Tom Dixon (Legal Counsel) and
Ross Xenos (Deputy CEO). Ross, who as
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WHO
WE ARE

PROTECTING
the workplace standards and wellbeing of players

PREPARING
players for their lives after rugby

PROMOTING
the interests of the players and the game
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RUPA Aims & Objectives

RUPA BOARD

BRUCE HODGKINSON SC
Chairman

BENN ROBINSON
President

RUPA’s Board of Directors was again
chaired by Bruce Hodgkinson SC in 2014,
who was first appointed to the position
in 2010. Bruce is the Head at Denman
Chambers, specialising in occupational
health and safety, industrial/ employment
contract and trade practices, and brings
a high level of experience in these areas
after being admitted to practice at the Bar
of NSW in June 1982. He is also Chairman
of the Cancer Council NSW and Director of
Cancer Council Australia.

Benn Robinson was elected as RUPA’s
President in late 2013 following the
retirement of previous President, Adam
Wallace-Harrison from the Queensland
Reds. With almost a decade of experiences
in professional rugby and, as one of the
Waratahs’ most-capped players in 2014,
Benn remains one of the most committed
and experienced players in the country.

PAT HOWARD
General Director

ADAM WALLACE-HARRISON
General Director

SHANNON PARRY
Co-opted General Director

Wallaby number 705, Pat Howard
continued as a General Director for most
of 2014, after being appointed to the
RUPA Board upon its establishment in
2010. Pat is currently employed as Cricket
Australia’s current General Manager of
Team Performance, and was formerly High
Performance Manager at ARU. Pat resigned
from the Board in mid-2014.

Adam Wallace-Harrison was elected as
a General Director on the RUPA Board
following his decision to retire from the
game at the end of the 2013 season.
Wallace-Harrison spent twelve years
as a professional rugby player in Japan
and Australia, with the Brumbies and
Queensland Reds, and holds a variety of
experience in communications, sales,
marketing, HR consulting and coaching.

Shannon Parry was appointed to the RUPA
Board of Directors in June 2014 as the Coopted Director. Having started her rugby
career in 2008, Parry has represented
Australia in both 15s and Sevens. She has
been a member of the Wallaroos in the
2010 and was captain of the side at the
2014 Women’s Rugby World Cup. She
has also become a key leader within the
National Women’s Sevens since her debut
in 2013.

Governance & Leadership
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2014

BERNARD FOLEY
NSW Waratahs Player Director

JAMES HORWILL
Queensland Reds

NIC STIRZAKER
Melbourne Rebels Player Director

Bernard Foley was elected as the NSW
Waratahs Player Director in late 2013,
after previous Director, Benn Robinson
was appointed as RUPA President. Foley
has continued to excel in his professional
rugby career to date from Sydney
University Club rugby to Sevens at the
Commonwealth Games and now a 2014
Super Rugby Champion with the NSW
Waratahs.

James Horwill continued as RUPA’s
Player Director for the Queensland Reds
in 2014 and as a key leader amongst the
Australian rugby playing group. Horwill’s
leadership capabilities at state and national
level include Captain of the Queensland
Reds’ Super Rugby Championship side in
2011, Captain of the Wallabies’ Tri Nations
winning side and leading the Wallabies
during their 2011 Rugby World Cup
campaign and the 2013 British and Irish
Lions Tour.

Nic Stirzaker was elected to the RUPA
Board in June 2014 as Player Director
for the Melbourne Rebels following the
retirement of previous Director, Chris
Thomson. An integral member of the
Melbourne squad since 2012, Stirzaker
has stepped up as a well-respected leader
amongst his peers and also captained
Melbourne Rising during the inaugural
Buildcorp NRC in 2014.

MATT HODGSON
Western Force

STEPHEN MOORE
Brumbies Player Director

GREG HARRIS
Chief Executive Officer

Western Force Captain, Matt Hodgson
continued his role on the RUPA Board in
2014, a season that could be considered
one of his very best to date. This year
Hodgson become the Force’s most-capped
player, won the Clubs’ 2014 Players’ Player
Award, was called up to the Wallabies’ for
the first time since 2011 and Captained
the side during the Spring Tour. The
stalwart 34-year-old has developed into
an inspirational role model for the Western
Force since their very first game in 2006.

Despite injury cutting short season 2014
for Stephen Moore, he remained a critical
and involved contributor to the RUPA
Board as Brumbies Player Director. In the
same year Moore was announced as the
81st Wallaby Captain, he was also named
to take the reins at the Brumbies for the
2015 Super Rugby season, having been
regarded as a leader within the Club since
arriving from Queensland in 2009.

2014 was Greg Harris’ fourth and final year
as the Chief Executive of RUPA, after being
appointed to the role in 2010. In that time,
Greg’s wealth of sports administration
experience, including formerly as the CEO
of Rugby WA and Executive Director of
Sydney University Sport for 16 years, has
seen him involved in a range of critical
issues involving the game and players in
Australia.

2014 Annual Report
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RUPA STAFF

RUPA Staff

GREG HARRIS
RUPA CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

ROSS XENOS
RUPA DEPUTY

ROSEMARY TOWNER
NATIONAL PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER

TOBY DUNCAN
SEVENS AND OPERATIONS MANAGER

TOM DIXON (FCB GROUP)
RUPA LEGAL COUNSEL

LACHLAN MCBAIN
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,
WARATAHS

CAMERON YORKE
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,
REBELS

MATTHEW SMITH
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,
REDS

SAM COX
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,
FORCCE

SUE CRAWFORD
PLAYER DEVELOPMENT MANAGER,
BRUMBIES

MOERA SAKIMI
CULTURAL DIVERSITY DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM MANAGER

LAUREN DEGIOIA
MARKETING AND COMMUNICATIONS
EXECUTIVE

14
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PLAYER
SERVICES

NATIONAL RUGBY
CHAMPIONSHIP
ROSS XENOS

PLANNING
The inception of the National Rugby
Championship (NRC) was announced in
late 2013 by the ARU. An optimistic task
to essentially create, market, promote,
assemble and importantly underwrite
between 8-10 teams to participate in a
competition that was approximately nine
months away.
Having agitated for some time that the
pathways for talented young players
within the game needed to be reviewed
and enhanced, RUPA was deeply involved
in the initial decision making for the
competition. Indeed, the inaugural NRC
Commission – the body chartered with
the establishment of the competition –
included only six representatives, two from

National Rugby Championship
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ARU, two consultants and two from RUPA
in CEO Greg Harris and Deputy CEO Ross
Xenos.
The Commission was later expanded to
include representatives from the Super
Rugby and Premier Rugby Clubs and from
the newly confirmed broadcaster, Fox
Sports.
After several meetings early in 2014, the
Commission confirmed and drew up the
proposed structure of the competition
and the related documents for syndicates
of Premier Rugby Clubs or Super Rugby
teams themselves to nominate to receive
a license for the inaugural competition.
RUPA maintained an involvement in the
process of the establishment of the criteria
and standards required to be met by all
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license holders; however, withdrew its
representatives from the Commission at
the conclusion of the tender process.
It was deemed by RUPA management, and
subsequently by the RUPA Board, that it
would not be appropriate for RUPA to play
a role in selecting the entities who would
participate in the competition, particularly
when those same entities would be later
lobbied by RUPA in relation to the entitles
of players participating in the competition.
It was determined by the ARU and the
remaining members of the Commission
that the nine teams competing in the 2014
NRC would be:
• Brisbane City

payment for their participation in the
NRC;
• Players not Contracted to a Super Rugby
team were eligible to receive up to a
maximum of $5,000 in payment for their
participation in the NRC;
• Restrictions on the expenses able to be
reimbursed to players, by city;
• A quota of only 16 Contracted Players
who were eligible to be nominated by
each of the nine NRC teams;
• Various rules regarding the alignment
and affiliation of Wallaby, Super Rugby
and Premier Rugby players to each NRC
team; and

• Melbourne Rising

• The provision of $250k in insurances for
Accidental Death and Total Permanent
Disablement for all non-Contracted
Players.

• North Harbour Rays

RUPA MEMBERSHIP

• NSW Country Eagles

The RUPA Board resolved in mid-2014 that
all non-Contracted Players participating
in the NRC would be eligible to become
members of RUPA via the “Academy” or
sub-professional membership category
within the current Constitution. Further,
that there would be a $0 membership fee
for all such non-Contracted Players to
become members.

• Canberra Vikings
• Greater Western Sydney Rams

• Perth Spirit
• Queensland Country
• Sydney Stars
PLAYER CONTRACTING RULES
By the end of May, RUPA and ARU had
agreed to the player contracting rules, via
a Memorandum of Understanding, for the
inaugural NRC. It should be noted from
the outset, that the financial viability of the
NRC was made possible by the incredibly
responsible and conservative position
taken by players in respect of their personal
remuneration from the competition.
The main components of the MOU were:
• Super Rugby Contracted players were
not entitled to receive any additional
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“It should be noted from
the outset, that the
financial viability of the
NRC was made possible by
the incredibly responsible
and conservative position
taken by players in
respect of their personal
remuneration from the
competition.”

Having agreed to the MOU, RUPA and ARU
then agreed to the standard contracts for
to be utilised for all players participating
in the NRC. For Contracted Players in
NSW, a letter of variation was agreed for
distribution and subsequent execution by
continues next page >
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National Rugby Championship

all players as required. For non-Contracted
Players, an NRC Player Participation
Agreement was drafted. The Participation
Agreement included a clause within it for
players to nominate their preference in
relation to Academy membership of RUPA,
which was stipulated at no cost. As a result,
the significant majority of non-Contracted
Players participating in the NRC became
members of RUPA via this Agreement.

contributing to far less penalty kicks than
typically seen in Super Rugby, with teams
more likely to endeavour to score tries
when in the attacking half.

REVIEW

THANKS AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

ON THE FIELD

In late 2014, RUPA designed and distributed
a brief survey – mixing qualitative and
quantitative questions – to all 300-odd
players who participated in the NRC. Over
the two weeks the survey was open, 103
responses were received in total, delivering
highly valuable insights on players’
perspectives of the NRC. The RUPA 2014
NRC Player Feedback Report was provided
to the ARU in early 2015 and noted eight
key areas for improvement which would
form the basis for RUPA’s position in
negotiating the 2015 NRC MOU:

RUPA would like to acknowledge the
efforts and investment of several key
people and organisations who each played
crucial roles in the inception of the NRC.
Our thanks to:

The NRC kicked off on 21 August 2014 at
Ballymore Oval as Brisbane City hosted
the Sydney Stars. It was the first time that
players experienced and fans witnessed a
plethora of law variations which resulted
in a fast and sometime frenetic pace to the
match. Most significantly, the NRC saw the
points awarded to a successful conversion
increased to three points, and those for a
penalty kick and drop-goal reduced to two.
By the end of the competition, the law
variations saw the pace of matches
continue at the pace seen on that opening
night, and with the scoring revisions

National Rugby Championship

In a full circle moment for the competition,
the inaugural NRC Final saw Brisbane City
defeat Perth Spirit at Ballymore Oval by
37 to 26.

• Adjusting Contracted Player Quota
• Contracted Player-NRC Team
Alignments
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• Increasing Player Payments
• Enhancing Travel Schedules
• Further Marketing & Media Support
• Minimising Further Law Variations
• Introducing a National Rugby Calendar
• Providing more High Performance
Support to NSW NRC Teams

• ARU, Ben Whitaker and Bill Pulver, along
with Rob Clarke and Jim Carmichael;
• FoxSports, John O’Sullivan, Ben Buckley
and Sean Maloney;
• Buildcorp, Tony and Josephine Sukkar;
and
• To the competition consultants that
did a lot of the heavy lifting early, John
Boultbee and Grant Lawler.
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MENS SEVENS
2014 REPORT
CAMERON CLARK

In 2014 RUPA continued to work
on the implementation of the
first Australian Rugby Sevens
MOU signed in 2013, assisting
both squads as they officially
relocated to the Australian
Rugby Sevens HQ in Narrabeen
in January 2014 and playing
an integral role in securing
the release of Women’s Sevens
Players to participate in the 2014
Women’s XV’s Rugby World Cup
in Paris.
The RUPA Player Development
Program, including the Cultural
Diversity Program, was extended
to both squads, with Lachlan
McBain expanding his PDM role

to include the Sevens program.
All players were eligible for the
Training & Education Fund with
26 players completed a Diploma
of Business.
In 2014, the Men’s Sevens Squad
finished 5th in the World Series
and collected a Bronze Medal
at the Commonwealth Games in
Glasgow.
Cameron Clark was the
Australian Rugby Men’s Sevens
Player of the Year as well as RUPA
Men’s Sevens Players’ Player
Award winner.

It’s been another busy year for the Aussie
Men’s Sevens team as we set about
chasing our Olympic dream.
The 2013/2014 World Series was a period
of growth for the team. It gave us both
the opportunity to prove that we could
compete with the best in the World on a
regular basis, and narrow the gap to come
within closer reach of the top teams on the
ladder.
After settling in to our new home base at
Narrabeen in Sydney, there was a feeling
that we could no longer accept that we
were an inexperienced team. While young
in age compared to many of the top Sevens
teams, many of us in the squad had been
playing together for a few years and had
accumulated plenty of caps between us.
It was almost the perfect start to the Series
as we went all the way to the Final in our
first home round on the Gold Coast. But
continues next page >
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we ran out of steam against a very good
Kiwi team in the decider.
I missed out on the Dubai and Port
Elizabeth legs through injury and it was
hard watching the guys perform without
any luck. We failed to qualify for the Cup
Quarter Finals at both events and that
really set us back on the series table.
There had been plenty of soul-searching
before we headed to Las Vegas. Keen to
make amends, we showed improvement
by making the top eight and reaching the
Cup Quarter Finals. Unfortunately, we were
relegated into the Plate and ended the
round finishing sixth.
Wellington was next. It’s a fun event for
the fans, but for some reason Australia has
found it a very difficult round over the past
decade or so. Once again, we managed
to qualify for the Cup Quarter Finals, but a
loss meant we were back contesting the
Plate. At least we went one better than
Vegas and finished fifth this time.
Tokyo was before Hong Kong in this
series where, for the third leg in a row, we
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progressed from our Pool games into the
Cup Quarter Finals. It wasn’t to be third
time lucky for us, however, as once again
we found ourselves completing in the
Plate Final, which we went on to win after
beating an ever-improving USA side.
So it was another fifth placing. Failure to
win the Quarter Final matches was costing
us dearly. But while we were all feeling the
frustration, there were signs that we were
on the improve as we headed to Hong
Kong, still my favourite round in the World
Series.
This time we managed to finally break the
drought and reach the Semi Finals. And,
while it was disappointing to miss out on
the title, again there were some promising
signs.
In Glasgow we unfortunately took another
step backwards. We made the Cup
Quarter Finals again, but once more found
ourselves at the Plate Final before finishing
equal seventh. We were in fifth spot on the
overall table, but the gap between us and
fourth-placed England was now too wide
with just one round to go in the series.
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With the 2014 Commonwealth Games
in Glasgow looming, we headed to
London determined to make a statement.
It was also long-time Australian Men’s
Sevens Coach, Michael O’Connor’s final
tournament in charge and we really
wanted to send him out a winner.
Snoz had given all of us an opportunity at
an early age when he put his faith in us.
To give him another Title in his swansong
was the challenge we gave ourselves.
Twickenham is an iconic stadium and to
play in front of 75,000 on Day One was
amazing.
The boys had a real dig and we managed
to get all the way to the Final. After a great
start in the Final, we ran out of gas against
our old nemesis New Zealand and had to
settle for second spot. It wasn’t the way
we wanted it to end for the Coach, but at
least we improved dramatically from the
previous week and that gave us plenty of
confidence ahead of the Comm Games.
The Commonwealth Games in Glasgow
was incredible and gave us an insight into
what it’s like to represent your country at a
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big, international multi-sport event. To be
part of the Opening Ceremony and then
win a Bronze Medal was amazing. It gave us
a real appreciation for what it would be like
competing at an Olympic Games. A special
mention has to go to Ed Jenkins who was
invited to have lunch with the Queen. An
experience I’m sure he wont forget!
The start of the 2014/15 season saw us
back on home soil on the Gold Coast for
the beginning of an all-important Olympic
qualifying season. It wasn’t a performance
the team was overly proud of, especially
coming off the back of a Commonwealth
Games bronze medal finish. We ended up
playing in the Plate Final, which left us with
a sense that we had a lot to improve on if
we were to compete for Cups later in the
season.
To finish off 2014 the team headed to
Dubai and Port Elizabeth once again. Both
hadn’t been occasions of great success for
us in previous years and, after a poor start
to the series, the team really couldn’t let
that happen again.
After a great win in the Semi-Final against
reigning Gold Coast Sevens Champions, Fiji
from the Gold Coast Fiji, we went down to
South Africa in the Cup Final.

experience, especially for those who had
never been up close and personal with the
African beasts!
The excitement remained when it was
time to play. We managed to wrap up the
year with another Cup Semi Final and an
eventual third place, two very necessary
results ahead of the rest of the 2014/15
Olympic qualifying series.
While we’re trying to focus on one event
at a time, it’s hard not to get caught up
in all the hype surrounding Rugby’s readmission to the Olympic family at the Rio
Games in 2016. We’re continuing to do our
best to finish in the top four in the World
Series to automatically qualify.
New Zealand, South Africa and Fiji look
certain to qualify and the fourth spot looks
like being a huge battle between England
and us in 2015. If we miss out we’ll have to
go through the Oceania Qualifying event
in November. Should we fall there, we have
just one more chance at the one final spot
up for grabs in a repechage in June 2016.

“The boys had a real dig and
we managed to get all the
way to the Final. After a
great start in the Final, we
ran out of gas against our
old nemesis New Zealand
and had to settle for
second spot. It wasn’t the
way we wanted it to end
for the Coach, but at least
we improved dramatically
from the previous week
and that gave us plenty of
confidence ahead of the
Comm Games.”

There’s a lot of work to be done, but we’re
all looking forward to the challenge. Bring
on 2015!

We then headed to Port Elizabeth to
hopefully go one better and return home
with some silverware. During the week,
we went out on a Safari to check out
some of the wildlife. It was a very exciting
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WOMENS SEVENS
2014 REPORT
EMILEE CHERRY

In 2014, the Women’s team
finished 2nd in the overall
Women’s World Series,
winning both the Dubai and
Sao Paulo tournaments.
2014 marked a breakout year
for Emilee Cherry, winning the
IRB Women’s Sevens Player of
the Year, the Shawn Mackay
Award for Qantas Sevens
Player of the Year, Australian
Rugby Women’s Player of
the Year and RUPA Women’s
Sevens Players’ Player Award.

Womens Sevens 2014 Report

The past 12 months for the Australian
Women's Sevens Team has been
extremely busy and successful. It
all started with our maiden World
Rugby Series win in Dubai, then
backing it up with another historic
win in São Paulo, Brazil.
It has not just been the wins that have
made this year significant, but the overall
growth of the squad as it continues to
strengthen and improve. Along with all
the hard work, we have had plenty of
enjoyable times, both travelling the world
and at our home base of Narrabeen.
Being centralised at the Sydney Academy
of Sport in Narrabeen has brought
big changes to our squad, Sevens and
women's sport in general. Training full
time at Narrabeen has added a sense of
professionalism and improved our overall
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performance and results, both on and off
the field. And it showed in the 2013/14
Women’s Sevens World Series.
The round in Atlanta was, for some of us,
the first time we'd seen snow, and to train
and play in it was a very overwhelming
experience. São Paulo brought a lot
warmer weather, a nice piece of silverware,
and chocolate for breakfast! China was also
another exciting cultural experience.
It all came down to Amsterdam. To win
the series we had to beat New Zealand
by two places. But it didn't play into our
hands; with our progression through the
round meaning we were to meet them in
the final.
New Zealand deservedly won the series,
winning three from five and making every
final of each round. Their consistency
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“In 2015 we’re fighting
for more than just the
silverware. We are
fighting to chase down
the Olympic dream. By
finishing in the top four in
the 2014/15 World Series
we automatically qualify
for the 2016 Rio Olympic
Games. As a squad we
are all doing our job to
ensure our team makes
it, with the desire to
represent Australia at the
Olympics burning deep
inside all of us.”

and composure is admirable. We were
close, but not quite there. But it just gives
us more hope and desire for the 2014/15
series where we will use the experience
to be better, bigger, fitter and smarter and
stronger on the road to Rio.
In 2015 we’re fighting for more than just
the silverware. We are fighting to chase
down the Olympic dream. By finishing in
the top four in the 2014/15 World Series
we automatically qualify for the 2016 Rio
Olympic Games. As a squad we are all
doing our job to ensure our team makes it,
with the desire to represent Australia at the
Olympics burning deep inside all of us.
In the words of Mae West, "I never said it
would be easy, I said it would be worth it".
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HEALTH, SAFETY
& INTEGRITY
TOM DIXON

Continuing its robust commitment to
player welfare issues, RUPA and the ARU
have facilitated a number of significant
medical and integrity indicatives
in 2014 that have had a resounding
impact on Australian rugby. Off the
back of a comprehensive medical and
supplements review in 2013, RUPA and
the ARU developed the Australian Rugby
Medical Policy (Medical Policy) and the
Australian Rugby Sports Supplements
Policy (Supplements Policy).

The year also saw the Occupational
Health and Safety Committee replaced
by the Player Health, Safety and Integrity
Committee (PHSI Committee), who
held their first meeting in August 2014.
December was also a busy month with
the launch of the Integrity Online portal
designed to educate all players about
the various policies, codes and rules that
apply to them. With WADA introducing a
new model Anti-Doping Code, expected
to be in place as of 1 January 2015, the
year concluded with considerable positive
change.
MEDICAL AND SUPPLEMENTS POLICIES
Introducing the first Medical Policy
and Supplements Policy into Australian
Rugby was the ideal way to implement
the outcomes of the 2013 medical and
supplements review. It was an important
step in establishing a uniform approach
to medical and supplements issues.
The process involved a great degree of
collaboration between the ARU and RUPA
that resulted in two very comprehensive
policies.
Prior to the introduction of these two
policies, issues around medical and
supplements were guided by a number
of anti-doping codes and managed
individually by the rugby bodies. The
aim of the newly aligned policies was to
improve the rigour around the framework
of issues such as, how prescription
medications could be obtained, how
medical treatments should be conducted,
who is responsible for administering
a supplements program at a club, and
so on. For the most part, this has been
achieved. As such, all the rugby bodies and
players now have a framework within the
professional space that provides greater
clarity and structure than the previous
model. Copies of the Medical Policy and
the Supplements Policy can both be
obtained from the ARU’s website.
PHSI COMMITTEE
The rebirth of the Player Health Safety
and Integrity (PHSI) committee, designed
to monitor, investigate and make
recommendations to the rugby bodies on
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all matters relating to player welfare and
integrity of the game, was a vital outcome
of the Collective Bargaining negotiations in
2013. The re-established committee came
with a renewed doctrine, composition and
purpose with equal parts RUPA to ARU/
rugby bodies (and an independent jointly
appointed Chairman). The committee is
made up of a variety of extensive legal,
medical and administrative expertise and
features a more influential mandate than
its predecessor.
The first topics of discussion in
October and November 2014 included
concussion, the Integrity Online portal,
the Supplements and Medical Policies,
updating the Anti-Doping Code and the
outcomes of the Illicit Drug Policy.
The PHSI Committee will continue
to address all player welfare issues
throughout the year and we look forward
to seeing what can be achieved in 2015.
In 2014, the inaugural PHSI Committee
consisted of:
• Mr Gerard Phillips – Independent
Chairman
• Mr Richard Hawkins – General Counsel,
ARU
• Mr Ross Xenos – Deputy CEO, RUPA
• Mr Jason Allen – CEO, Waratahs Rugby
• Mr Benn Robinson – Player
Representative, RUPA
• Dr Warren McDonald – Chief Medical
Officer, ARU
• Dr Seamus Dalton – Medical Advisor,
RUPA

Some of the more notable changes
included:
• Expansion of Tampering and Complicity
violations;
• Increased periods of ineligibility for
intentional dopers; and
• Increasing the statute of limitations from
8 to 10 years.
INTEGRITY ONLINE
In December 2014, RUPA and the ARU
launched the Australian Rugby Union’s
Integrity Online portal. The aim of the
portal is to generate a new level of player
understanding about the relevant rules and
policies that apply to them as professional
athletes. All players were required to
complete all modules prior to round
one of the Super Rugby Season (which
we can proudly say they did). It is also a
requirement for team management and
RUPA/ARU staff to have completed the
education modules.
The online portal houses all the relevant
polices, codes and rules that apply to
the players and support staff. It requires
participants to read these documents
and demonstrate their understanding
through a set of online quizzes related to
various topics outlined below. The online
training portal can only be completed once
participants achieve a 100% pass mark for
each quiz. The following topics are covered
in length:
• Anti-corruption and betting;
• Anti-doping;
• ARU’s Code of Conduct;

• Mr Phil Thomson – Integrity Manager,
ARU

• Illicit Drugs;

• Ms Rosemary Towner – National Player
Development Manager, RUPA

• Supplements Policy; and

NEW WADA CODE
On 15 November 2014, the World AntiDoping Agency introduced a new
Anti-Doping code to be adopted by all
major sporting codes in Australia by 1
January 2015. This meant the re-drafting
of the better part of 100+ pages of the
ARU’s current Anti-Doping Code. RUPA
acknowledges and appreciates the
significant amount of work the ARU
invested in this process. Due to the
compulsory nature of the changes, and
little capacity to influence changes based
on RUPA’s agenda, the new ARU AntiDoping Code was finalised and installed
in the Australian Rugby landscape with
little fuss.
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• Medical Policy;
• ARU Member Protection Policy (inc.
Inclusion Policy & Racism).
CLOSING
Together, RUPA and the ARU were able to
see 2014 off with a successfully completed
‘To-Do’ list, which continues to reflect our
collaborative and cooperative approach to
player welfare issues. We will now be able
to reap the benefits of the work achieved in
2014 and will look to measure the success
of those programs over the course of 2015.
PLAYER INSURANCE
In 2014, RUPA maintained its
comprehensive mix of insurance policies,
safeguarding players from the financial
impact of catastrophic injuries.
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RUPA continued to manage the
administration and placing of an Income
Protection Insurance Policy for Career
Ending Injuries through our incumbent
broker, Australian Reliance.
The policy mix for professional rugby
players continued in 2014 on the basis of
these three policies, below:
• ARU Community Sports Injury Policy offering training and playing coverage
for accidental death and spinal injuries ;
Maximum Benefit - $400k;
• Professional Player Capital Benefits offering additional 24/7 coverage for
accidental death and severe spinal
injuries; Maximum Benefit - $500k; and
• Professional Player Income Protection offering 24/7 coverage for players who
suffer a single, accidental career ending
injury. Maximum Benefit – 75% of base
contract value for two years post expiry
of playing contract, capped at $600k in
total.
The continuation of the policy mix
continues what RUPA believes is an
Australian first in all professional players
contributing to fund an insurance scheme
for their benefit in lieu of WorkCover.
The RUPA membership continued to
unanimously agree to endorse and
contribute to the 2013 Group Insurance
Policy, and since then, each contracted
player has continued to commit to the
deduction of 2% of their total annual
base salary to fund the policies’ income
protection component.
The policy had the first successful claim
made against it in 2014, with former
Melbourne Rebels lock Chris Thomson
suffering a career-ending hand injury
whilst playing Club Rugby, under the
instruction of the Rebels and conditions of
his rugby contract, for Northern Suburbs
at North Sydney Oval. The injury restricted
Chris’ strength and movement in his hand
and unfortunately, from that single incident
incapacitated him from continuing to play
rugby.
With these three policies in place, RUPA
continues to ensure our members welfare
and wellbeing is looked after to ensure the
players can focus on playing the game and
enjoy peace of mind. RUPA would like to
thank our brokers Australian Reliance and
our underwriters SLE Worldwide for their
continued assistance in the creation and
placement of the income protection policy
for career ending injuries. RUPA would also
like to thanks the ARU for their ongoing
financial investment, as required by the
CBA, in protecting the game’s greatest asset.
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AGENT ACCREDITATION
ROSS XENOS

In 2014, RUPA managed the
Accreditation of over 60 Player
Agents in Australia.
The RUPA Player Agent Accreditation
Scheme was introduced in 2007 and aims
to ensure that individuals and organisations
representing Australia’s professional
players demonstrate an appropriate level
of understanding of rugby contracting and
the key industry documents. By becoming
Accredited, Agents also become bound by
the Scheme Code of Conduct and become
aware of the expectations that their players
and RUPA hold in relation to the services
that they provide.
In order to become and maintain their
Accreditation, all Agents must have:
• Attended the full-day, annual RUPA
Agent Accreditation Conference;
• Satisfactorily completed a multiple
choice exam based on the key
employment contracts, scheme
regulations, and standard agreements;
• Have in place Professional Indemnity
Insurance to a minimum value of $1
million; and
• Made payment of the annual Agent
Accreditation Fee.

late 2014, the Board also welcomed ARU
Contracting Manager, Mr Andrew James,
to attend its meeting and bring insights
from the ARU and coal face contracting
perspective.
Aside from standing items of business
for the Board’s consideration at the
three meetings held in 2014, the major
initiatives of the Accreditation Scheme
have historically played out as part of the
annual Conferences. In 2014, the Scheme
continued its 2013 initiative of hosting one
centralised Conference in Sydney rather
than conduct multiple sessions as had
been the case in prior years.
The 2014 Conference, hosted by Ross
Xenos, was held at the Sydney Cricket
Ground in June, and attended by more
than 50 Accredited Agents who enjoyed
presentations on:
• State of the Game, Greg Harris, RUPA
• Wealth Management, Gary McMahon,
NAB Private Wealth
• Financial Planning & Taxation, David
Kenney, Hall Chadwick
• Australian Rugby Contracting, Andrew
James, ARU

• Moving Players’ Money, Stephen Hughes,
AFEX
• Cultural Diversity Development Program,
Moera Sakimi, RUPA
• Furthering Players’ Education, Dianna
LaGrassa, Kaplan
• Development Pathways & the NRC, Ben
Whitaker, ARU
• Player Insurance, Tony Carter, SLE
• Sevens Contracting & Centralisation,
Toby Duncan, RUPA
Thank you to all those who made time
available to present at the conference.
Congratulations and thanks also to Ross
Xenos and Toby Duncan, for their efforts
and energies in the ongoing management
of the Agent Accreditation Scheme in 2014.
RUPA strongly believes that all Accredited
Agents are a key stakeholder in the
game, both at the present time and for
the future. Whilst the Board maintains a
high expectation of their interaction and
engagement, their services provide support
and counsel to their players and are valued.
RUPA thanks all Accredited Agents in
2014 for their support of the Scheme and
ongoing services to players.

• Illicit Drugs & Anti-Doping, Tom Brett,
RUPA

Whilst RUPA administers the Scheme
on a day-to-day basis, it is governed by
a five-person Board, operating under a
charter contemplated by the Regulations
of the Scheme. The members of the Agent
Accreditation Board in 2014 were:
• Mr Richard Breden, Independent Chair
• Professor Braham Dabscheck, RUPA
Representative
• Mr John Langford, ARU Representative
• Mr Cameron Day, Accredited Player
Agent
• Mr Patrick McCutcheon, Current Player
RUPA sincerely thanks each of these Board
members for their continued support and
contributions to the Agent Accreditation
Scheme in 2014.
Since incorporating the Accredited Player
Agent and Current Player representatives
onto the Board, the range of perspectives
being discussed and considered by the
Board has provided significant value. In
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PLAYER
DEVELOPMENT
PROGRAM

PLAYER DEVELOPMENT
OVERVIEW
ROSEMARY TOWNER

It’s been another interesting year for
RUPA’s Player Development Program
(PDP). Supporting the needs of
professional players in their endeavours
off the field continues to grow in
significance as the game develops
and the time, competition and travel
commitments increase.
It was the first full year of the newly
centralised Sevens program in Sydney,
which also saw PDP services offered to
all professionally contracted Men’s and
Women’s National Sevens players. As such,
a separate Induction Camp was held in
January to ensure all players on contract
were briefed on the policy and procedures
within professional rugby.
With Chairman David Giffin at the
helm, the PDP Committee met on three
occasions in 2014. Main topics covered this
year included the redrafting of a Charter for
the Committee and approval of this year’s
Training and Education (T&E) grants.
I would like to thank all members of
the PDP Committee, including Wallaby
Dan Vickerman, RUPA CEO Greg Harris,

Player Development Overview
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ARU General Manager of Pathways &
Performance Ben Whitaker, ARU Integrity
Manager Phil Thomson, Queensland Reds
CEO Jim Carmichael and RUPA advisor,
Braham Dabscheck.
EDUCATION
In 2014, two-thirds of Australia’s
professional rugby players were enrolled
in some form of formal education –
this included university, diplomas and
Advanced Diplomas. The number of
players enrolled at university increased to
87 players, which is 40.29% of Australia’s
eligible professional players.
Rugby was again represented amongst
the professional sports on the Elite Athlete
Friendly Universities (EAFU) Committee
in 2014 thanks to RUPA. As part of our
inclusion, we continued in the discussions
on university policy and service delivery
models and how they impact upon the
professional player and elite athletes.
This year RUPA’s official education partner,
Kaplan Professional offered players the
chance at two full scholarships in Masters
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of Applied Finance and a Financial
Planning course. Players were required to
submit an application explaining why they
were interested in the courses and their
career goals. The inaugural recipients of
the scholarships were Zack Holmes from
the Western Force and Cadeyrn Neville
from the Melbourne Rebels.
HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Players and their families will continue to
have access to counselling services offered
by RUPA’s professional partner in mental
health, Relationships Australia with the
contract extended for a further two years
in 2014. The partnership is invaluable for
connecting players and their families to
professional advice and support when
required.
HCF have also continued to offer players a
significant reduction in private health costs,
a vital service in the case of injury.
STAFFING
Mid-way through the year saw Samantha
Cox join RUPA’s PDP as the Player
Development Manager at the Western
Force. After being employed at Rugby WA,
Sam’s skills and knowledge of the game
and players in Western Australia have since
contributed significantly to RUPA’s Player
Development Program staff within each of
the Super Rugby teams.

organisation, allowing for both the ongoing
development of relationships with players
and the continued delivery of services and
support.
Experience and support in Ministry Services
also continues with thanks to long-serving
team Chaplains, Gary Speckman (NSW
Waratahs), Andy Gourley (Queensland
Reds), David McDonald (Brumbies) and
Fiona Hall (Melbourne Rebels).

“The number of players
enrolled at university
increased to 87 players,
which is 40.29% of
Australia’s eligible
professional players.”

The Chaplains provide players with
spiritual support and compassion as and
when required that, whilst often in the
background, is valued by all involved.
In 2014 RUPA farewelled one of their
longest serving staff members, Sue
Crawford, who has been the Player
Development Manager at the Brumbies for
the past 13 years. Sue made the decision
with the Brumbies to move on in pursuit
of other interests and leaves her role in the
capable hands of Robin Duff from 2015.
Sue’s contribution to RUPA coupled
with her support for players since
2001 has been immeasurable. Her
dedication, commitment, expertise and
professionalism will be sorely missed by
colleagues and players alike.
On behalf of RUPA, I would like to wish Sue
all the best for the future and thank her for
her commitment and service.

The long-term commitment of RUPA’s PDP
staff continues to prove beneficial for the
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TRAINING & EDUCATION
Since its inception in 2001, RUPA’s Training & Education
(T&E) funding continues to play an important part in the
off-field development of Australia professional rugby
players. So far well over 300 players have applied for
grants equating to about $2.5 million in funds.

“RUPA provides me with the resources and motivation to study
whilst playing full time rugby. The easy option for most young
rugby players is to ignore university or any studies, but if any
professional rugby player spent the time to ask RUPA advisors for
advice, they'd quickly realise the programs and help in place to
make studying on the side of training a breeze! The one-on-one
help from the RUPA’s Player Development Managers and the T&E
fund have helped me enormously since I started my degree, and
I should be finished with a Bachelor of Commerce by the end of
2016 and I’ll only be 26 years old.

Offered annually, T&E grants provide professionally contracted
players and eligible past players access to reimbursement for
approved training or education courses, once successfully
completed, up to an annual limit of $5,000 each.
The grants assist Australian professional rugby players in
pursuing their identified career and assist in preparing players
for their transition into the workforce.

It doesn't matter what degree or course you are interested in,
or how fast or slow you want to complete it, I would hope all
professional rugby players in Australia spend the time to ask RUPA
how they can individually benefit from the programs in place and
be ready for life after rugby.

It was a record year for T&E in 2014, with 91 players applying
for the grants, a significant increase (20%) from the 72 that
applied in 2013. This included, for the first time, national
men’s and women’s Sevens contracted players.

From talking to other players in the UK and abroad, there is no
program like RUPA who provides a T&E fund to financially support
players with their studies! We are very lucky!”

Funding was provided across 35 broad categories of
education, including university degrees, trade speciality
courses, TAFE and corporate mentoring. The most popular
topic to study in 2014 was Commerce, closely followed by
teaching, law and business studies.

Lachlan McCafferey,
former Australian rugby player, now representing London Welsh

Feedback from players about the T&E grants remains positive,
with a few examples included below:

“Relocating to Narrabeen at the start of the year meant that there
were unexpected expenses. Luckily I had gained qualifications as
a Sonographer before moving but the Training & Education funds
have helped me participate in specialist professional development
within the sonography field. In this industry, it is important to attend
annual conferences and participate in workshops to maintain my
qualification and accreditation – without the access to the funds, it
would have been difficult to do in 2014. It also means that in a few
years when I move out of Rugby, I can move back into fulltime
work with no hassles."
Nikki Etheridge,
National Women’s Sevens player,

“The T&E funding has given me the opportunity to explore
possible employment ventures for now and post-rugby. The
ability to progress and explore self-development whilst balancing
a full-time training load becomes much more manageable with
the resources available from both RUPA's Player Development
Managers and T&E grants. Identifying and establishing an
appropriate career will always be paramount for transitioning back
into the workforce. The support and encouragement given by
those involved in the program also include external organisations
and this definitely proves the importance of this program. Those
involved genuinely want you to succeed on the rugby field
and provide the best possible environment to develop your
personal and academic skills. The experiences I have had with
this program have been very positive and have motivated me to
actively seek out and explore further development opportunities.”
Blake Enever,
Brumbies

Training & Education
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STUDIED IN 2014
COURSE

AMOUNT

COURSE

AMOUNT

B Accounting

1

B Ecological Agriculture

1

B Applied Business Manage

1

Teaching registration NSW

7

B Business (Marketing)

9

B Health, Sport & PE

4

B Sports Bus + Company Director

1

B Management Sport & Ex

1

Grad Cert Change Management

1

Business process & ASCA

1

Grad Cert Comm

1

Dble Dip Fitness Business

1

Grad Cert Project Man

1

Dip Sport Development

1

B Economics

13

B law/B commerce

4

Diploma of Business

3

College of Law & Admission fees

1

Diploma of Management

3

Legal Prf Admin Board

1

MBA

4

B Applied Science (Physio)

2

B Engineering

1

B Social Science (criminology)

1

B Arts/Science

2

REIWA registration

3

B Liberal Arts & Science

1

PALS, RAIA & AICD

1

B Construction Management

1

Pilots license

1

B Property economics & Dev

1

Sonographers conference

2

B Spacial Science (surveying)

1

Level 2 coaching - VRU

4

B Mass Comm + Investigation

1

Language

4

Sports Media

1

Mentoring & Exec Coaching

3

2014 RUPA TRAINING & EDUCATION (T&E) GRANTS APPLICATIONS BREAKDOWN
No. Players - 91
Average $ pp - $3,292.97
Total Funds - $299,660.52
NO. PLAYERS

% OF PLAYERS

% OF FUNDS

TOTAL PER STATE

AVERAGE PP PS

NSW

11

12

13

$37,852.15

$3,441.10

WA

8

9

10

$29,770.54

$3,721.32

QLD

9

10

10

$29,801.86

$3,311.32

ACT

17

19

16

$46,958.62

$2,762.27

VIC

16

18

15

$43,629.96

$2,726.87

Past Players

22

24

32

$94,573.96

$4,298.82

Men’s Sevens

2

2

2

$4,755

$2,377.50

Women’s Sevens

6

7

4

$12,318.43

$2,053.07
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WORKSHOPS
& SEMINARS
LACHLAN MCBAIN

RUPA’s Player Development
Program (PDP) is designed
to service the individual
professional development
and training needs of
Australia’s professional rugby
players. The aim of this is to
ensure players are increasing
and maintaining their
knowledge off the field and
opening the doors to viable
ideas and options for their
post-rugby careers.

Workshops & Seminars

In 2014, a number of workshops,
seminars and short courses were
therefore delivered to suit a range
of players’ interests in professional
development outside of rugby.

Player wellbeing – expectation of a
professional player
Reinforces the expectations society has on
professional athletes and how to live up to
these standards in a professional manner.

Some of these included:

Diploma of Business - Small business
workshop
Provides players with knowledge and
information on owning and running a
small business. The Diploma includes both
theory and practical components to assist
players in gaining hands-on experience
with the various elements of managing a
small business.

Level 2 Coaching courses
Enhances players’ ability to engage with
the rugby community, whilst providing
opportunities for players who may see
coaching as a future interest,
Personal branding and media training
Provides players with the tools and
confidence to present and represent
themselves in front of both the media and
the community.
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Financial planning – shares and
investments
Expands the financial literacy of players
to help them make wise financial
management decisions.

www.rupa.com.au

Cooking classes
Provides players with general cooking skills,
food knowledge and a hands-on approach
at preparing recipes.
Mentoring workshops
Develops players’ skills in mentoring and
the tools to fulfil their abilities as role
models.
Automotive workshops
Improves players’ knowledge of how cars
work and allows them to experience and
learn elements of basic maintenance of
their own vehicles.
The majority of the above were delivered
in-house, with the facilitator coming to the
team to deliver the courses and workshops.
This continues to prove advantageous for
players as it offers flexibility in between
their busy schedules and allows them to
feel more comfortable within their own
environments.
This year, 47 players (including 25 of the
Australian Men's and Women's Sevens
players, three Melbourne Rebels, six
Brumbies, and 13 Queensland Reds)
completed their Diploma of Business run
by Tim Van Dalen from the Australian
Vocational Training Academy.
For those players looking to undertake
further study outside of university,
an additional Advanced Diploma of
Management course was also offered and
attended by 11 NSW Waratahs players.

2014 Annual Report

Delivered by Dr Lisa Barnes from the
Central Coast Community College &
Newcastle University Business School,
the course covered multiple aspects
of business management, including
leadership, finance, strategy and
innovation. Course attendees included a
mix of senior and newer players, including
RUPA President Benn Robinson, Michael
Hooper, Stephen Hoiles, Talalelei Gray and
Jed Holloway.
Commenting on the course, Michael
Hooper said, “the content was really good
and the fact that Lisa was flexible with
her delivery of the course to fit in around
our training and playing schedule made
it easy to attend and actively participate.
The course gave me a really good
understanding of the various aspects of
managing a business.”
The course was delivered at the Waratahs’
Headquarters and saw Dr Barnes employ
specially invited guests, including Sydney
Roosters’ Chief Financial Officer Manuel
Vlandis, RUPA CEO Greg Harris, Classic
Wallaby, Ross Turnbull and Hall Chadwick
Chairman, David Fairfull, to help reinforce
the theories discussed.

involved learning about risk management,
emergency procedures, occupational
health and safety and strategy and
innovation.
The second field trip was to Palmdale
Lawn Cemetery and Crematorium, the
Masterfoods factory and the Kariong
Juvenile Detention Centre. The experience
provided players with greater knowledge
and appreciation for how different
businesses operate.
At the conclusion of the Advanced
Diploma course, the players were required
to present the strategic plan they had
developed for Waratahs Rugby to their
Coach Michael Cheika, CEO Jason Allen
and RUPA’s National Player Development
Manager, Rosemary Towner, all of whom
were impressed with the quality of the
content that was delivered.
With the ongoing success and popularity
that we as Player Development Managers
find in offering such workshops and
courses, there is no doubt they will
continue to form a key part of RUPA’s
Player Development Program (PDP) in 2015
and well into the future.

Dr Barnes also arranged two field trips
for the players, the first to Qantas’
facilities at Sydney Airport. The Waratahs
players experienced flying using flight
simulators and were taken on a private
tour of a Qantas A380. The day also
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CULTURAL DIVERSITY &
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
MOERA SAKIMI

The Cultural Diversity Development
Program (CDDP) entered its second
year of operation in 2014 continuing its
aims of developing greater awareness,
understanding and opportunities for
Pasifika players in Australia’s professional
rugby environment.
CDDP was introduced as part of RUPA’s
Player Development Program (PDP) in
2013 through a partnership with the
University of Western Sydney’s (UWS)
Pasifika Achievement to Higher Education
(PATHE) program after research conducted
by RUPA found that over 30% of Australian
Professional rugby players were from
Pacific Island backgrounds.
The year 2014 saw ongoing engagement
and development with Pasifika players
as together, RUPA’s National Player
Development Manager, Rosemary Towner
and Cultural Diversity Development
Manager, Moera Sakimi travelled to each
of the five Super Rugby teams engaging in
conversations with players and staff.

Cultural Diversity & Development Program

Meetings were also conducted with family
members of Pasifika players, gaining
their feedback and suggestions for the
development of resources for both players
and team management to access further
information and support.
In mid-2014 Rosemary Towner and Moera
Sakimi presented at the RUPA Agent
Accreditation Workshop. This provided
a good opportunity to engage directly
with player agents on issues identified by
players.
A key idea arising from consultation this
year is to connect current players with
Pasifika players who have played rugby
professionally in and for Australia in the
past. Their ability to help through the
sharing of their experiences and journeys
along the rugby pathway would prove
both relevant and valuable to the current
Pasifika playing group. Going forward,
this could also develop the notion of
implementing an Alumni group to assist
and mentor current Pasifika players now
and in the future.
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Following the consultation process,
presentations were made to all current
players and coaching staff at each of
the five Super Rugby teams. Aimed
at increasing cultural awareness and
understanding, the sessions included eyeopening information on Pasifika values,
traditions and cultures.
Feedback from current players and staff
about the cultural awareness presentations
was extremely positive.
“I actually really enjoyed the cultural
presentation. Speaking with a few of the
boys since then also they have definitely
learnt a lot from it, especially socially and
when in a working context with how to
address some of the more 'shy' Island boys.
It gave a lot of insight into other areas
and feedback within the group is that it
is definitely worthwhile” – Wallabies/ACT
Brumbies player
“We will continue to uphold commitment
to speaking / acknowledging /
understanding diversity through cultural
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awareness training and reflection. To reflect
cultural perspectives we will continue to
support individuals and players to seek
further support from staff. As a team we
will factor in other religious commitments
when needed” – Head Coach
As a result of feedback from both players
and team management, CDDP will
continue to facilitate ongoing cultural
awareness training sessions in 2015.
Going forward, CDDP will also explore
diversity through flexible and effective
communication strategies. Working
collaboratively with RUPA’s Player
Development Managers (PDMs), CDDP
acknowledges that professional rugby
players have busy schedules on and off
the field. They are also all individuals.
Therefore flexibility in terms of ongoing
communication and consultation with
players is essential.

Pasifika and non-Pasifika players. The
program achieved important goals in 2014,
with player progression one of the key
highlights. Whilst we’re still in the early
stages of further developing aspirational
pathways, leadership in teams and new
networks within the professional rugby
space, conversations about the resources
and support networks required to assist
current and future generations of Pasifika
players have started to take shape.
In 2014, an analysis of Australian rugby’s
professionally contracted player’s cultural
backgrounds was undertaken. It revealed
approximately 33% of players come from
a Polynesian/Melanesian or Indigenous
background.

Overall, the CDDP program had the
privilege of facilitating many enriching
experiences throughout the year for both

2014 Annual Report
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MENTAL HEALTH
LACHLAN MCBAIN

Being a Player Development Manager
(PDM) at a Super Rugby club would
have to be one of the most rewarding
jobs in sport. Every day at work is both
different and enjoyable, with players
seeking our advice and support. A key
responsibility of ours is helping players
pursue qualifications, training and/or
work experience to help them transition
into the workforce once their professional
rugby career is over.
One of the real challenges of the role,
however, is being able to recognise players
who may have issues with their mental
health. Traditionally, seeking help for such
concerns can be a stigma for players who
fear they may be seen as weak, or that it
may affect their selection prospects.
Research shows physical activity has
a positive effect on mental wellbeing,
however this does not suggest that rugby
players are immune to mental illnesses,
especially given the ups and downs faced
within an elite sporting environment.
Stress-factors in a professional sporting
environment can incorporate anything
from the physical demands of training and
competition, injuries, poor performance,
travel, homesickness and social difficulties
with team mates, coaches and sometimes
even family members. These can have
both psychological and physical effects
on players.

professional training and support, has
undoubtedly contributed to the heightened
number of players asking for help.
As such, in 2014 RUPA extended such
training with a two-day Mental Health First
Aid course, which included participants
from the ARU, Super Rugby clubs and other
sporting organisations including Cricket
NSW, the NRL, and Sydney University Sport.
The lead presenter was Dr Jioji Ravulo from
the University of Western Sydney’s Pasifika
Achievement to Higher Education (PATHE)
program, who also consults with RUPA
on their Cultural Diversity Development
Program (CDDP).
In August, RUPA attended the Sports
Medicine Australia annual conference
where NSW Waratahs PDM, Lachlan McBain
presented with past Melbourne Rebels
foundation player, Adam Byrnes. Adam had
suffered with mental health concerns in
silence for a long time during his playing
career, so his discussion on his struggles
were both eye-opening and insightful for
guests as part of the expert panel.
In August, RUPA played a key part in
promoting the Mental Health Round as part
of the inaugural Buildcorp NRC. Together
with naming rights sponsor, Buildcorp,
Lifeline Australia and the Super Rugby
franchises, RUPA helped raise significant

awareness and funds for Lifeline’s online
support initiatives. Lifeline Australia statistics
suggest one in five people will likely face
a mental health issue during a 12 month
period, so it was great to see over $40,000
donated for the Buildcorp Foundation,
which was passed onto Lifeline Australia for
their online services.
At the end of the year, RUPA once again
held their annual Induction Camp, which
provides one of the first opportunities to
outline and discuss mental health with
professional rugby rookies. As experts, South
Pacific Private Hospital ran the interactive
session where it was pleasing to see some
players already sharing examples of how
mental health had impacted on themselves
and their families.
Across the year, RUPA and the players have
taken a proactive role in raising awareness
of mental health in rugby, but a lot of work
still needs to be done. As PDM’s we will
continue to be vigilant in observing the
signs of mental health concerns, liaising
confidentially, without judgement and
assisting with the appropriate professional
help and support where needed. Ultimately
we will continue in these efforts to ensure
the ongoing welfare and wellbeing of our
players.

Ensuring the mental health and wellbeing
of professional rugby players in Australia is
therefore something my RUPA colleagues
and I believe is extremely important. As
such, in the last couple of years, all RUPA
PDM’s have completed the Mental Health
First Aid qualification. Additionally, RUPA
also partner with South Pacific Private
Hospital, who are professionals in the
mental health capacity.
Both initiatives have assisted RUPA’s PDMs
roles in recognising symptoms of mental
health concerns in players, providing initial
help and assisting with access and referral
for further professional treatment, should
it be required. Early identification and
intervention for mental health problems
is extremely important as it ensures less
disruption to a player’s life.
Increasing the ability for PDM’s to recognise
mental health symptoms early, through

Mental Health
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2014 RUPA
INDUCTION CAMP
HUGH ROACH

RUPA’s annual Induction Camp is usually for players who have
just signed their first professional rugby contract.
But for me it was a little different.
My professional rugby journey had started back in 2011 when
I joined the Brumbies Academy. I spent the next two years in
the ARU’s National Academy before I was given the rare
opportunity to play against the British & Irish Lions for the
Western Force in 2013.
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2014 RUPA Induction Camp

The following year was one of the most
memorable yet when I was invited to join
the Waratahs Extended Playing Squad,
making my Super Rugby debut for NSW
against the Lions in May 2014. It was a
privilege to be part of the Super Rugby title
victory with the ‘Tahs and the Shute Shield
Premiership win with my Club, Eastwood
in a season I will never forget.
After a series of unforgettable experiences
in rugby already, I was a little uncertain
about the benefit of attending RUPA’s
Annual Induction Camp for newly signed
professional rugby players. Yet I came away
with a newfound understanding of some
important elements to succeed both on
and off the field in rugby.
I was one of 24 players from the five
Super Rugby teams and Women’s Sevens
program who attended the 2014 Camp
held across two and half days at St
Andrews College in Sydney.
Together we heard from a range of
presenters who took us through some key
information for rugby players, including
financial planning, overcoming adversity,
integrity, cybersecurity, and anti-doping.
One of the most eye-opening

2014 RUPA Induction Camp

presentations for me was from the South
Australian Road Awareness program. It’s
safe to say it has definitely influenced my
actions behind the wheel ever since.
There was also a bit of free time for players
to get to know each other and play a bit of
touch footy. At dinner following day one
we were treated to a high-energy Pasifika
dance and musical performance, opening
our eyes to some of the culture within the
Australian rugby ranks.
On the same night, we were also lucky
enough to have former players, Phil
Waugh and Pauliasi Taumoepeau and
former Coach, Greg Mumm visit and share
some really valuable insight about their
unique rugby and post-rugby careers and
experiences. All three shared a key piece
of advice on the importance of having
interests off the field. They provided a really
interesting discussion with the group about
their journeys and real-life experiences that
only players would understand.

as players. A lot of the players took the
opportunity to ask both Bill and Greg about
current topics, with enquiries ranging from
support of Club and country rugby, to
opportunities with rugby at the Olympics.
After the final session in the morning on
day three, we attended RUPA’s annual
awards lunch in the city. It was another
really valuable experience joining a room
full of business partners as well as current
and former players to celebrate and
recognise both on and off field successes
from the 2014 season.
Overall, the experience at both the
Induction Camp and the Awards, to me,
is really valuable for players and has
helped to identify the opportunities and
information I need to succeed as both
a player and an individual in my career
during and post rugby.

Australian Rugby CEO, Bill Pulver, and
RUPA CEO, Greg Harris joined us for dinner
and a chat on the final evening, providing
a really good chance to ask some of the
tough questions about the game and us
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“Together we heard from a
range of presenters who
took us through some key
information for rugby players,
including financial planning,
overcoming adversity, integrity,
cybersecurity, and anti-doping.”
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OPERATIONS

2014 RUPA MARKETING
& COMMUNICATIONS
LAUREN DEGIOIA

I was appointed in the new position of
RUPA Marketing and Communications
Executive in July and have since been
working closely with the team and Player
Development Managers to develop a
strategic direction for RUPA’s marketing
and communications efforts.

The year 2014 saw the introduction of
player-focused content with profiles on
upcoming, current and past players, as
well as a redeveloped social media content
plan, reinvigorated player factsheets and
a new look for RUPA’s website, www.rupa.
com.au, to be launched in 2015.

As such RUPA’s Marketing and
Communications efforts have seen a
shift in focus with the development of a
comprehensive plan for 2015 and beyond
that reflects RUPA’s unique point of
difference amongst the Australian rugby
landscape.

Overall, the renewed focus has provided
a necessary foundation for a greater
emphasis on RUPA’s work and role in
supporting players on and off the field and
addressing issues related to the game in
Australia.

The plan has refocused RUPA’s
communications to more closely reflect
the organisation’s core services and
objectives – to protect, promote and
prepare professional rugby players across
the country.
RUPA’s communication and marketing
efforts now have a greater emphasis on
players, providing information to players
and promoting RUPA’s ongoing support for
players.

In so doing, the overall aim of RUPA’s
communication is to increase engagement
and awareness of the support, advice and
protection we provide amongst our main
stakeholders, the players.
Concurrently, we also want to ensure all
of RUPA’s stakeholders, and the rugby
community as a whole, are aware of
the services and work we do to support
Australia’s rugby talent both on and off the
field.

“Overall, the renewed focus
has provided a necessary
foundation for a greater
emphasis on RUPA’s work
and role in supporting
players on and off the
field and addressing issues
related to the game in
Australia.”
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INTERNATIONAL RUGBY
PLAYERS’ ASSOCIATION

The International Rugby Players’
Association (IRPA) was founded in 2001
to promote, advance and protect the
international interest of professional
rugby players.

As a collective voice for the national
associations, the IRPA is able to take a
united view on World Rugby matters that
have significant impacts on the welfare and
wellbeing of players globally.

global season. Listening to accounts of the
experiences of individual players highlighted
the need to better manage game and
training loads, with injury prevalence an
increasing concern.

IRPA is the professional player’s
representative body on international issues
of importance to the players and the game
of rugby.

RUPA CEO Greg Harris attended the IRPA
Conference in Hong Kong, where a number
of outcomes and issued were brought to
the forefront of discussion. These included:

The next IRPA Conference is scheduled for
May in 2015 and is being held in Australia.

The members of the IRPA are the respective
player associations from:

• The impending Rugby World Cup and the
participation agreement all players must
sign with World Rugby (formerly known
as the IRB) for the tournament.

• Argentina;
• Australia (RUPA);
• England (RPA);
• France (Provale);
• Ireland (IRUPA);
• New Zealand (NZRPA);
• South Africa (SARPA); and
• Wales (WRPA)
The formal document which details the
relationship between World Rugby and the
IRPA is the Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) signed between the two bodies on
October 15, 2007.
In 2014, the IRPA Board conducted regular
conference calls to update each other
on the progress of each National Player
Associations respective operations.
In addition to this, IRPA Conferences were
held in Hong Kong in March and South
Africa in December.

IRPA

• The base Rugby World Cup match
payments for all players regardless of
their nationality.
• The commercial terms and interests of
International Rugby moving forward.
Due to the South African Conference being
held at the same time as the annual RUPA
Awards Luncheon, RUPA CEO Greg Harris
was therefore unable to attend it.
Following on from initial discussions held
in March, the South African Conference
gave the IRPA and its International affiliates
the opportunity to analyse and conduct an
in depth review of the latest concussion
protocols.

In addition to the IRPA conferences held
in 2014, the inaugural Rugby Athletes’
Commission (RAC) was held in November.
The commission is a partnership between
World Rugby and the IRPA and provides
a formal, more structured forum through
which players can have their views
channelled into Rugby’s decision-making
processes.
Following a significantly industrious year for
the IRPA and its members, RUPA would like
to acknowledge and extend their gratitude
to three men in particular – Executive
Director, Rob Nichol, Northern Hemisphere
Manager, Simon Keogh and Southern
Hemisphere Manager, Josh Blackie. The
substantial time and effort they have
devoted to representing the best interests
of all international rugby players is nothing
short of remarkable and for this we are very
grateful.

With the Rugby World Cup being held
in 2015, delegates also discussed the
increasing pressure and demand on elite
players in relation to the structure of the
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AUSTRALIAN ATHLETES’
ALLIANCE

The Australian Athletes’ Alliance Inc.
(AAA), was established in 2007 and is the
peak body of associations representing
Australian Athletes.
In 2014, the AAA members were:
• Australian Cricketers’ Association (ACA);
• AFL Players’ Association (AFLPA);
• Australian Netball Players’ Association;
• Australian Swimmers’ Association (ASA);

the AAA’s Policy Platform, underpinned by
a Charter of Athletes’ Rights.
The AAA’s Policy Platform comprises of
six foundation policies which have been
developed to guide, assist and educate
sports’ governing bodies, Governments,
media and the general public of the
athletes’ position in respect of these
important areas. The AAA Policy Platform is
centred on the following six areas:

• National basketball League Players’
Association (NBLPA);

• Governance;

• Professional Footballers’ Australia (PFA);

• Medical Standards/Treatment &
Occupational Health and Safety;

• Rugby League Players’ Association
(RLPA); and

• Integrity;

• Player Development and Wellbeing;

• Rugby Union Players’ Association (RUPA).

• Injury Compensation;

As has been the case since the inception
of the AAA, RUPA and its membership
have benefited from the collective
representations which the AAA provides
on issues affecting the interests of athletes.
The activities of the AAA span across a
variety of player related issues, some of
which include: taxation policy; player
insurance; agent accreditation; gambling;
illicit drugs; and anti-doping.

• Player and Workplace Relations

A productive 2014 has seen the AAA
strengthen its position as the voice of
Australia’s elite professional athletes,
advancing matters of common concern to
all athletes and to promote best practice in
athlete representation and wellbeing. This
was demonstrated by the release in July of
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The Charter of Athletes’ Rights sets out
15 fundamental rights and responsibilities
which every professional athlete should
enjoy and uphold in carrying out his or
her profession. At the launch of the Policy
Platform and Charter of Athletes’ Rights in
Sydney, RUPA was represented by James
Horwill and Charlotte Caslick, who joined
a plethora of Australia’s most influential
professional athletes.

Such messages were echoed by a host
of additional Australian elite athletes,
including RUPA President Benn Robinson
and RUPA Board Member Bernard Foley,
who showed their support for the Charter
and new AAA policies in a video shown at
the launch.
In addition to this, the AAA also continued
to play a pivotal role in the establishment
of the first world players’ association
union, UNI Sport PRO. UNI Sport PRO
brings together the representative bodies
of over 80,000 elite athletes in the sports
of football, cricket, rugby, ice hockey,
basketball, baseball and American football,
among others.
Over the course of 2014, the AAA has
exchanged ideas and information with
the Major League Baseball (MLB) Players’
Association and the National Football
League (NFL) Players’ Association. Of
particular focus has been the work done
by the NFLPA on concussion, health and
safety and approval of changes to the AAA’s
Rules to comply with the Associations
Incorporation Reform Act of 2012.

It was clear by the united attendance and
dialogue at the event that athletes are keen
to highlight the importance of support and
resources within the Australian sporting
environment.
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AUSTRALIAN
SCHOOLBOYS 2014
LAUREN DEGIOIA

In 2013 developed a
formal partnership with
the Australian Schoolboys
Rugby Union, acknowledging
the pivotal ‘first step’ this
organisation plays in the
Australian Rugby High
Performance Player Pathway.
In 2014 RUPA once again
presented to all Players
and Parents at the National
Schoolboy Championships
covering topics such as ‘Steps
to Becoming a Professional
Player’, the ‘Role of Player
Agents’ and ‘Life Off the Field’.
The 2014 RUPA Medal was
awarded to the Connor O’Shea
as Player of the Tournament
at the National Schoolboy
Championships.

Australian Schoolboys 2014 Report

For most 16 to 18 year olds September
is the time when you're meant to be
knuckling down amongst piles of study
books preparing for the daunting end of
year exams.
For a bunch of talented Australian
schoolboy rugby players however, they
instead embarked on a Tri Nations Series
campaign against their Kiwi and Fijian
counterparts in New Zealand in 2014.
The tour party, made up of the 26 best
Australian Schoolboy rugby players from
across the country, assembled in camp
at Sydney’s St Ignatius College, Riverview
ahead of their campaign in which they
recorded a win and two losses against Fiji
schools, a New Zealand Barbarians side
and New Zealand Schools respectively.
But for anyone thinking the importance
of their studies was lost across the ditch,
you’d be wrong.
Andrew Elliot has been the Executive
Officer of the Australian Schools Rugby
Union (ASRU) for the last four years and
is one of many within the ASRU who
continue to emphasise the program’s
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intrinsic principle about the importance of
balancing on and off field performance.
But first a little history.
Since the very first Australian Schoolboys
team in 1969, the Australian Schools
program has produced approximately
160 Wallabies including the Ella brothers,
Michael Lynagh, Rod Kafer, Joe Roff, Elton
Flatley, Phil Waugh, Rocky Elsom, Matt
Giteau, Drew Mitchell, Tatafu Polota-Nau,
Pat McCabe, Kurtley Beale and Michael
Hooper.
The ASRU first convened as a committee
in 1972. As an independent incorporated
association, it is run by members of the
teaching profession who believe rugby has
a unique ethos and benefits that contribute
to the broader education of young people.
The combination of rugby and education
reflects the values of the Australian
Schools program. In the words of ASRU
President, Brother Bob Wallace, “Rugby is
a sport whose values fit very well with the
educational values that we, as teachers,
attempt to inculcate as part of our daily
work with young people.”
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In sharing a similar vision of proactively
supporting the on and off-field
development of Australian rugby’s next
generation of talent, RUPA is a proud
partner of the ASRU.
As part of this, each year, RUPA present to
all players at the annual Australian Schools
Championships, emphasising the need
for a balanced approach to maintaining
excellence in rugby and education,
which is one of RUPA’s core messages in
developing the person and the player.
The Australian Schools Championships,
which this year celebrated its 40th year,
sees several teams from each State and
Territory across the country compete
at St Ignatius College annually for the
coveted title of Australian Schools Rugby
Champions.
From there, the Australian Schools touring
team is chosen. The team is made up of
the best players from across the six day
Championship, as chosen by a selection
panel made up of Australian Schools
Committee members and coaches and a
representative from the Australian Rugby
Union High Performance Unit.
Andrew Elliot believes the Australian
Schools Rugby program provides a clear
pathway for rugby players aspiring to make
it to the top levels.
“There’s obviously the long list of highprofile Wallabies players who were
Schoolboys.
“But if you look at some of the Super
Rugby teams, we can point to dozens more
representative players that have come
through the program.
“Even if they don’t make it to the Australian
Schools side, they certainly have and
can play at the (Australian Schools)
Championships, which is also a great
opportunity.”

“We really value the importance of
education in the program because of the
need to focus on their studies to develop
off the field too," Mr Elliot said.
In fact the entire tour is structured to
incorporate learning as well as playing.
“It’s about the traditional aspect of touring
overseas, living together and learning and
experiencing different cultures," Mr Elliot
said.
“We include educational opportunities,
such as visiting museums, places of
historical interest and cultural centres.
“We don’t like to simply parachute boys
into a place, play some football and then
just pluck them out.
“If we tour the (Pacific) Islands we often
do a coaching clinic with local primary
schools too.
“The New Zealand Tour includes a Civic
Reception, attended by City Mayors and all
teams. Experiencing these formal functions
involving different communities and
cultures is important also.”

“The combination of rugby
and education reflects the
values of the Australian
Schools program. In the
words of ASRU President,
Brother Bob Wallace,
“Rugby is a sport whose
values fit very well with
the educational values
that we, as teachers,
attempt to inculcate as
part of our daily work
with young people.”

Whilst on tour, the boys also have
the chance to be recognised for their
capabilities with the Bronze Boot Award
up for grabs each year. The Bronze Boots
are presented to the player (one from the
home side and one from the visiting side)
who is deemed the most constructive in
the Test series.
Since its inception, the Award has been
presented to the likes of Phil Waugh,
George Smith, David Pocock, Rob Horne
and Liam Gill from Australia and Jerry
Collins, Liam Messam, Victor Vito, Luke
Braid and Sam Cane from New Zealand.
continues next page >

Mr Elliot says there are two main selection
criteria for the Australian Schools touring
side.
“The player has to have played in a team at
the Australian Schools Championships and
has to be an enrolled student in school.
“The boys on tour will always be
encouraged to study and prepare for their
exams, especially their final year 12 exams.
“They are allocated study time every day
on the tour in their down time and are
encouraged to do so, particularly because
most of us are school teachers.
“Often the boys will use our expertise in
our various subject areas as teachers. We
can usually get them through a lot of their
core subjects.
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This year at the dinner held at Wellington
College following the final Test match
between Australia and New Zealand
Schools, a Bronze Boot was awarded to
Connor Moroney (St Joseph’s College,
Gregory Terrace) from Australia and
Patelesio Tomkinson (Otago Boys’ High
School) from New Zealand.
The Australian Schools Rugby touring side
play New Zealand every year on a home
and away basis.
“Last year we started the Tri Nations model
with ourselves, New Zealand and Fiji in
Sydney and that worked really successfully
so New Zealand were keen to replicate it
this year," Mr Elliot said.
“During this tour we’ve got games against
New Zealand, Fiji and a New Zealand
Barbarians side and we’ll be hoping to
carry on this similar model again when it’s
held here next year.

The ongoing list of talent and success
stories suggests the quality of the
Schoolboys rugby experience.
“They’re playing with quality footballers
against quality football teams who are at
the top level.
“If you look across all the international
teams, you’ll see a lot of these boys first
meet each other at this level.
“Phil Waugh’s friendship with Jonny
Wilkinson, for example, started off at the
Schoolboys level. And if you talk to a
number of the other Wallabies they’ll often
say that’s where they first forged their
friendships with their international rugby
counterparts.
“They were often billeted with them, got to
know them as they progressed along the
rugby pathway and, in doing so, developed
life-long friendships across the world,” Mr
Elliot said.

“It will be Samoa, New Zealand and
Australia playing in Brisbane in 2015, that’s
the plan at this stage. We’re also looking
to see if Japan Schools can be out here in
2016.

Fiji Schools v Australian Schools
26 September
Australian Schools 50 (tries: Izaia Perese (2),
Joey Fittock (2), Harley Fox, Reece Hewat,
Sione Tuipulotu, con: Connor O'Shea
(4), Harrison Goddard (2)) defeated Fiji
Schools 15 (tries: Simon Lilicama, Onisimo
Dakainikuro, conv: Filipe Qoro, pens: Filipe
Qoro)
NZ Barbarians v Australian Schools
30 September
New Zealand Barbarians 39 (tries D’Angelo
Leuila, Losi Filipo (2), Caleb Makene,
Paripari Parkinson, con: D’Angelo Leuila
(4), pens; D’Angelo Leuila (2)) defeated
Australian Schools 21 (tries; Julian Fulivai,
Harrison Goddard, con: Harrison Goddard,
pens: Harrison Goddard (3))
NZ Schools v Australian Schools
4 October
New Zealand Schools 34 (tries; Sam Nock
(2), Jonah Lowe, Sio Tomkinson, con;
Jordan Trainor (4), pens; Jordan Trainor
(2)) defeated Australian Schools 24 (tries;
Izaia Perese, Connor Moroney, Gavin Luka,
con; Harrison Goddard (3), pens; Harrison
Goddard)

“Our big Tours are our UK Tours and the
next one is scheduled for the end of 2017.
They occur every four years,” Mr Elliot
added.
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The Australian Schoolboys 2014 Tri Nations
Series results:
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AWARDS &
MILESTONES

THE 2014
ANNUAL RUPA AWARDS
LAUREN DEGIOIA

Queensland Reds and Wallabies prop, James Slipper was this
year’s recipient of the coveted Medal for Excellence Award at the
2014 Volvo-RUPA Awards Lunch held in Sydney.
Slipper was a run-away leader of votes from his peers, following
an impressive year for his state and country. Known for his good
nature off the field, and powerful performances during game
time, Slipper has shown some of his career best form in 2014.
continues next page >
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MEDAL FOR EXCELLENCE
Presented by Australian Reliance

VOLVO PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD
Presented by Volvo Cars Australia

Winner
JAMES SLIPPER (QUEENSLAND REDS)

Winner
MATT HODGSON (WESTERN FORCE)

Nominees:
Jarrad Butler (Brumbies)
Nic White (Brumbies)
Colby Fainga’a (Melbourne Rebels)
Mitch Inman (Melbourne Rebels)
Matt Hodgson (Western Force)
Ben McCalman (Western Force)
Michael Hooper (NSW Waratahs)
Wycliff Palu (NSW Waratahs)
James Slipper (Queensland Reds)
Jake Schatz (Queensland Reds)

Nominees:
Adam Ashley-Cooper (NSW Waratahs)
Israel Folau (NSW Waratahs)
Bernard Foley (NSW Waratahs)
Matt Hodgson (Western Force)
Michael Hooper (NSW Waratahs)
James Slipper (Queensland Reds)
Matt Toomua (Brumbies)
Scott Fardy (Brumbies)
Ben McCalman (Western Force)
Scott Higginbotham (Melbourne Rebels)

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Presented by Kaplan Professional

COMMUNITY SERVICE AWARD
Presented by Hall Chadwick

Winner
JEREMY TILSE (NSW WARATAHS)

Winner
PAT MCCUTCHEON (NSW WARATAHS) and
HENRY SPEIGHT (BRUMBIES)

Nominees:
Pama Fou (Sevens)
Tala Gray (NSW Waratahs)
Samu Kerevi (Queensland Reds)
Tom Kingston (Melbourne Rebels)
Chris Kuridrani (Queensland Reds)
Jeremy Tilse (NSW Waratahs)

Nominees:
Nathan Charles (Western Force)
Colby Fainga’a (Melbourne Rebels)
James Hanson (Queensland Reds)
Pat McCutcheon (NSW Waratahs)
Henry Speight (Brumbies)

NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR
Presented by Allianz Stadium

BUILDCORP NRC PLAYERS’ PLAYER
Presented by Buildcorp

Winner
SEAN MCMAHON (MELBOURNE REBELS)

Winner
SAMU KEREVI (BRISBANE CITY)

Nominees:
Taqele Naiyaravoro (NSW Waratahs)
Samu Kerevi (Queensland Reds)
Sean McMahon (Melbourne Rebels)
Adam Coleman (Western Force)
JP Smith (Brumbies)

Nominees:
Samu Kerevi (Brisbane City)
Jack Debreczeni (Melbourne Rising)
Andrew Kellaway (NSW Country Eagles
Nick Frisby (Brisbane City)
Sean McMahon (Melbourne Rising)

MEN’S SEVENS PLAYERS’ PLAYER
Presented by AFEX

WOMEN’S SEVENS PLAYERS’ PLAYER
Presented by NAB Private Wealth

Winner
CAMERON CLARK

Winner
EMILEE CHERRY

Nominees:
Cameron Clark
Jesse Parahi
Greg Jeloudev
Con Foley
Ed Jenkins

Nominees:
Shannon Parry
Charlotte Caslick
Alicia Quirk
Sharni Williams
Emilee Cherry
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It was a year that saw the 25-year-old
earn his 50th Test cap and afforded the
opportunity to Vice Captain the Wallabies,
together with teammate Adam AshleyCooper.
Slipper joins last year’s winner, Nick
“Honey Badger” Cummins, and other
outstanding Australian rugby players,
including Berrick Barnes, George Gregan,
George Smith and four-time-winner
Nathan Sharpe, as a recipient of the Medal
for Excellence.
The Medal is more than just a Player’s
Player Award, with all Super Rugby players
asked to vote for both on and off field
efforts. Votes are cast using a 3-2-1 points
system based on a set of four key criteria,
leadership, performance, consistency and
discipline.
The top ten finalists are taken from the
top two players’ player votes at each
Australian Super Rugby team.
Awarded since 2001, the Medal for
Excellence is one of the oldest rugby
players’ player awards in Australia. It is one
of eight accolades presented at the annual
RUPA Awards.
Matt Hodgson took home the 2014 Volvo
People’s Choice Award, which received
almost 1,500 votes this year. Open to
rugby supporters across the country,
the Volvo People’s Choice asked people
to vote for which player they thought
best demonstrated the spirit of rugby in
Australia.

RUPA Awards

Hodgson was undoubtedly a hit with
rugby supporters in 2014 after a truly
memorable year for the Western Force
Captain. Hodgson became the first to
reach 100 Super Rugby matches for
the Western Force in 2014, in a season
that included three man-of-the-match
performances and six tries.
Hodgson’s inspirational journey was
capped off after receiving his first call up
to the Wallabies in four years, and later
named to Captain the Men in Gold in their
opening 2014 Spring Tour match.
Henry Speight and Pat McCutcheon were
announced as joint winners of this year’s
Community Service Award. Henry raised
over $30,000 for Walk On Walk Strong
(WOWS) Kids, a Foundation in Fiji that
supports children with cancer and their
families, recently shaving his hair for the
cause.
The Fijian born Brumbies winger, who
became Wallaby number 888 this year, is
renowned for his humble dedication to
causes and service in the community.
Pat McCutcheon has dedicated a lot
of his time to community activities
in metropolitan and regional areas of
his state, having grown up in the NSW
country town of Narromine.
The NSW Waratahs’ representative
is also an Ambassador of the Raise
Foundation, and supports several charities
including Save our Sons, Batyr - One
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Sock One Goal and the Cure Brain Cancer
Foundation.
Unsung hero, Jeremy Tilse was another
Waratahs player to be recognised off the
field, receiving the award for Academic
Excellence.
In 2014 Tilse completed an Advanced
Diploma of Management, adding to his
line-up of off-field endeavours, including a
Certificate IV in Building and Construction
that he has previously accomplished.
A builder by trade, from restoring boats,
engines and all, to obtaining his pilot’s
licence, to say that Jeremy is a keen
learner is an understatement.
The Buildcorp NRC Players’ Player, a new
award in 2014 following the inaugural
tournament this year, was awarded to
Samu Kerevi.
Despite missing the Buildcorp NRC Final
due to injury, Samu proved extremely
valuable for Brisbane City’s campaign,
scoring and setting up plenty of tries
and recording a man of the match
performance in round one.
The Melbourne Rebels’ Sean McMahon
added to his line-up of honours in 2014,
topping players’ votes for Newcomer of
the Year.
At just 20 years of age, McMahon has
had one of the most remarkable and
rapid rises through the rugby ranks, from
Super Rugby debutant, Buildcorp NRC,
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“It’s the second year
in a row Emilee has
topped the players’ poll,
following yet another
successful season with
the Australian Women’s
Sevens. After stamping
his authority as one of the
premier Sevens players
on the World circuit,
Cameron too received the
highest amount of votes
from teammates.”

Australian Men’s Sevens Commonwealth
Games bronze, captain of the Australian
Under 20s, to his recent first Wallabies cap.
In the rugby Sevens category, Cameron
Clark took out the award for Men’s Sevens
Player’s Player, while Emilee Cherry won
Women’s Sevens Player’s Player.
It’s the second year in a row Emilee
has topped the players’ poll, following
yet another successful season with
the Australian Women’s Sevens. After
stamping his authority as one of the
premier Sevens players on the World
circuit, Cameron too received the highest
amount of votes from teammates.
The RUPA Awards provide Australia’s
professional rugby players with the
opportunity to vote and be voted by those
who know them best, their peers. The
Medal for Excellence, Newcomer of the
Year, Men’s and Women’s Sevens Players’
Player and Buildcorp NRC Players’ Player
Awards are all voted by players.
The annual awards are also an
opportunity to recognise professional
Australian rugby players for their offfield endeavours. RUPA’s five Player
Development Managers, who work within
each of the Australian Super Rugby
teams, put forward the nominees for the
Academic Excellence and Community
Service Awards.
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2014 RUPA MEMBERS
ACT BRUMBIES
Ben Alexander
Fotu Auelua
Jarrad Butler
Sam Carter
Robbie Coleman
Lionel Cronje
Scott Fardy
Conrad Hoffman
Tevita Kuridrani
Christian Lealiifano
Josh Mann-Rea
Pat McCabe
Jesse Mogg
Stephen Moore
Ben Mowen
Rori Murphy
David Pocock
Leon Power
Clyde Rathbone
Siliva Siliva
Scott Sio
Jordan Smiler
Ruan Smith
Andrew Smith
Henry Speight
Joe Tomane
Matt Toomua
Jack Whetton
Nic White
Allan Alaalatoa
Michael Dowsett
Lachie McCaffrey
JP Smith
Stephan Van Der Walt

2014 RUPA Members

WESTERN FORCE
Chris Alcock
Phoenix Battye
Marcel Brache
Nathan Charles
Angus Cottrell
Pek Cowan
Nick Cummins
Pat Dellit
Sias Ebersohn
Tetera Faulkner
Kyle Godwin
Dane Haylett-Petty
Jayden Hayward
Chris Heiberg
Matt Hodgson
Zack Holmes
Kieran Longbottom
Salesi Manu
Alby Mathewson
Ben McCalman
Luke Morahan
Ian Prior
Junior Rasolea
Brynard Stander
Wilhelm Steenkamp
Ed Stubbs
Heath Tessman
Chris TuataraMorrison
Sam Wykes
Robbie Abel
Luke Burton
Adam Coleman
Ryan Louwrens
Rory Walton

MELBOURNE REBELS
Eddie Aholehli
Paul Alo-Emile
Luke Burgess
Tamati Ellison
Tom English
Colby Faingaa
Scott Fuglistaller
Bryce Hegarty
Scott Higginbotham
Shota Horie
Mitch Inman
Luke Jones
Tom Kingston
Max Lahiff
Pat Leafa
Lachlan Mitchell
Caydern Neville
Hugh Pyle
Jordy Reid
Angus Roberts
Alex Rokobaro
Tom Sexton
Toby Smith
Nick Stirzaker
Chris Thomson
Lopeti Timani
Telusa Veainu
Laurie Weeks
Jason Woodward
Cruze Ah-Nau
Jack Debreczeni
Sam Jeffries
Sean McMahon
Ben Meehan
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QLD REDS
Albert Anae
Curtis Browning
Quade Cooper
Ben Daley
Rod Davies
Blake Enever
Anthony Faingaa
Saia Faingaa
Chris Feauai-Sautia
Nick Frisby
Will Genia
Liam Gill
James Hanson
Michael Harris
Greg Holmes
James Horwill
Samu Kerevi
Chris Kuridrani
Ben Lucas
Dave McDuling
Ed O’Donoghue
Jono Owen
Duncan Paiaaua
Eddie Quirk
Beau Robinson
Jake Schatz
Dom Shipperley
Rob Simmons
James Slipper
Ben Tapuai
JJ Taulagi
Aiden Toua
Lachie Turner
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NSW WARATAHS
Adam Ashley-Cooper
Kurtley Beale
Peter Betham
Matt Carraro
Mitch Chapman
Cam Crawford
Dave Dennis
Kane Douglas
Israel Folau
Bernard Foley
Talalelei Gray
Michael Hodge
Jed Holloway
Michael Hooper
Rob Horne
Sekope Kepu
Jono Lance
Tolu Latu
Pat McCutcheon
Brendan McKibbin
Wycliff Palu
Nick Phipps
Tatafu Polota-Nau
Benn Robinson
Paddy Ryan
Will Skelton
Jeremy Tilse
Ben Volavola
Alofa Alofa
David Horwitz
Matt Lucas
Greg Peterson
Hugh Roach
Taqele Naiyaravoro
Stephen Hoiles
Jacques Potgieter
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MEN’S SEVENS
Paul Asquith
Cameron Clark
Thomas Cusack
Allan Faalavaau
Cornelius Foley
Pama Fou
Alex Gibbon
Lewis Holland
Gregory Jeloudev
Edward Jenkins
Tom Lucas
Nick Malouf
Sam Myers
Afa Pakalani
Jesse Parahi
Peter Schuster
James Stannard
Lausii Taliauli
Shannon Walker
Michael Wells

WOMEN’S SEVENS
Brooke Anderson
Katrina Barker
Nicole Beck
Charlotte Caslick
Emilee Cherry
Rachel Crothers
Maddi Elliott
Gemma Etheridge
Nikki Etheridge
Ellia Green
Cobie–Jane Morgan
Shannon Parry
Evania Pelite
Tiana Penitani
Alicia Quirk
Saofaiga Saemo
Kirby Sefo
Emma Tonegato
Amy Turner
Sharni Williams
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MILESTONES
& ACHIEVEMENTS
WALLABY DEBUTS
Sam Carter, #879
Luke Jones, #880
Nathan Charles, #881
Laurie Weeks, #882
Will Skelton, #883
Jake Schatz #884
Josh Mann-Rea #885
Sean McMahon #886
Tetera Faulkner #887
Henry Speight #888

100 SUPER RUGBY CAPS
James Horwill
Will Genia
Quade Cooper
Wycliff Palu
Kurtley Beale
Saia Faingaa
Alby Mathewson
Matt Hodgson

50 WALLABY CAPS
Wycliff Palu
James Slipper
James Horwill
Sekope Kepu
Rob Simmons
Tatafu Polota-Nau
100 WALLABY CAPS
Adam Ashley-Cooper
50 SUPER RUGBY CAPS
Pat McCabe
Matt Toomua
Henry Speight
Robbie Coleman
Nic White
Luke Morahan
Nathan Charles
Sias Ebersohn
Kieran Longbottom
Chris Alcock
Mitch Inman
Lachlan Mitchell
Hugh Pyle
Toby Smith
Jake Schatz
Liam Gill
Rod Davies
Ed O’Donoghue
Brendan McKibbin
Nick Phipps
Michael Hooper

Milestones & Achievements
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RUPA Partners

FOR THE
PLAYERS
AND THE
GAME.
THE RUGBY UNION PLAYERS’
ASSOCIATION INC.
Level 1 / 10 Mallet Street
Camperdown, Sydney
NSW 2050, Australia
T 02 9519 8211
F 02 9565 4953
www.rupa.com.au
@rupanews

